
 
 

 

 

 
DISTRICT POLICY 

 
Category: First Responder Vehicles (“Chiefs Vehicles”) 
 
Effective Date: 08/18/10 
 
 
The First Responders vehicles are to be used by the Chief and Assistant 
Chief of each fire company. 
The use of the vehicle falls into three categories: 

a.)  First Responder- provide transportation to all incidents with the 
goal of arriving before manpower and apparatus to size up the 
scene. 

b.)  Chief’s Business- provide transportation to meetings and to 
conduct routine fire company business. 

c.)  Chief’s Incidental Use- to provide personal transportation during 
the normal day with the understanding that the Chief must be 
able to respond to call within a reasonable time. 

 
1. The vehicle must be garaged within 5 miles of the border of 

Tinton Falls Fire District No. 2. This area includes much of 
Middletown (up to but not including Rt. #36 in New Monmouth), 
Rumson to the Oceanic Bridge, Monmouth Beach, Long Branch, 
Oakhurst, along a line from Elberon to Collingwood Circle, up to 



 
 

 

Rt. #34 and west on Rt. #537 to the high school, plus large 
portions of Colts Neck and Holmdel just south of the Arts Center. 

2. At the beginning of each elected term, the Chief and Assistant 
Chief will provide a copy of a valid driver’s license, registration of 
personally owned vehicle, and notification of the address at which 
the vehicle will be garaged. 

3. At the beginning of each elected term, the Chief and Assistant 
Chief will provide a copy of a valid driver’s license, registration of 
personally owned vehicle, and notification of the address at which 
the vehicle will be garaged. 

4. If the Chief or Assistant Chief is not able to drive the vehicle, the 
vehicle may be passed to the Captain, followed by an active ex-
Chief. If the Chief or Assistant Chief is going to be out-of-service 
(out of town, ill, etc.) for over 48 hours, the vehicle must be 
passed along. 

5. If in the course of Incidental Use, the Chief or Assistant Chief uses 
the vehicle to commute to work, he or she must be able to leave 
work and respond in a reasonable time. 

6. There may be times when driving on Chief’s Business that the 
distance or the purpose makes it impossible or impractical to 
respond to calls. In these cases, the Chief or Assistant Chief should 
notify the Board of Fire Commissioners. The Board reserves the 
right to deny the use and pass the vehicle to the next in line until 
Chief or Assistant Chief returns. 

7. To verify that the vehicle is serving its purpose, the Chief and 
Assistant Chief will submit monthly reports that include mileage, 
fuel, and the number of call at which vehicle was present. The 



 
 

 

Board feels that it is fair to provide a fuel allowance of 1,000 miles 
per month. Expenses beyond that would be the responsibility of 
the Chief or Assistant Chief. 

8. There will be no modifications made to all Fire District No. 2 
vehicles the permission of the Tinton Falls Board of Fire 
Commissioners No. 2. This pertains to both the interior and the 
exterior, including bumper stickers, lettering, and decals. 

9. The Board requires that the Chief and Assistant Chief, as primary 
operators of the First Responder vehicles, make at least 50% of all 
calls. 

10. At the discretion of the Board of Fire Commissioners disciplinary      
      action will be taken if the above guidelines are not adhered to. 
11. All drivers must have a valid NJ driver’s license and be an active  
      member of the Tinton Falls Fire District No. 2. 


